
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

If Your Carpet is Contaminated by Mold 
 

The carpet must be “surgically” removed. Do NOT drag the carpet pieces through the house.  Use the 

following technique:  
 
 

1.  Purchase and wear at least an N100 mask. 

2.  Spray the carpet with diluted Mold Solution Concentrate to minimize dust. 

3.  Cut a 1 to 3 square foot section from the carpet. 

4.  Remove the piece and place in a plastic bag. 

5.  Spray the spot from where the piece was removed. 

6.  Repeat the process with the next piece of carpet. 

7.  After all the carpet is removed, vacuum the area with a HEPA vacuum, 

8.  Spray floor again with diluted Mold Solution Concentrate. 
 

 

 

 

If Your Car is Contaminated by Mold 
 

For ultimate results, initially have your car bio-balanced with LV14.  Maintain your car with Mold Solution 

as follows: 

• Turn your fan on high using the car’s Air Climate Control System. 

• Press each button (or see car manual) until the vents are sucking air into the car from the outside 

through the vent near the windshield wiper.  Do not use re-circulated air.   

• Carefully pass a paper towel or tissue over the outside vents next to the windshield.  Where the tissue 

sucks down into the vent is where you spray a large amount of diluted “Mold Solution Concentrate” 

on both sides of the windshield.   

• Leave the doors opened and the fan on for 10 minutes.   

• Spray the entire inside of the car.  Let the inside air-dry.   

• Do this 2 times in the first week, then monthly or as needed. 

• Do a 1-hour do-it-yourself-test on your car quarterly or as needed with the motor running and the AC 

set on re-circulate.  

• Use the Auto Diffuser with Auto Bio-balancing Solution. 
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